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Methods for measuring new-physics parameters in B decays
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Recently, it was argued that new-physics (NP) effects in B decays can be approximately parametrized in
terms of a few quantities. As a result, CP violation in the B system allows one not only to detect the
presence of NP, but also to measure its parameters. This will allow a partial identification of the NP, before
its production at high-energy colliders. In this paper, we examine three methods for measuring NP
parameters. The first uses a technique involving both b ! s and b ! d penguin B decays. Depending on
which pair of decays is used, the theoretical error is in the range 5–15%. The second involves a
comparison of B ! K and B !  decays. Although the theoretical error is large ( * 25%), the
method can be performed now, with presently available data. The third is via a time-dependent angular
analysis of B ! V1 V2 decays. In this case, there is no theoretical error, but the technique is experimentally
challenging, and the method applies only to those NP models whose weak phase is universal to all NP
operators. A reliable identification of the NP will involve the measurement of the NP parameters in many
different ways, and with as many B decay modes as possible, so that it will be important to use all of these
methods.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.71.096002

PACS numbers: 11.30.Er

I. INTRODUCTION
Within the standard model (SM), CP violation is due to
the presence of a complex phase in the CabibboKobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix [1]. The principal
goal of the study of CP violation in the B system is to
test this explanation, and to find evidence for physics
beyond the SM. As a result, much theoretical work has
concentrated on signals of new physics (NP) in B decays
[2].
At present, we have several experimental hints of new
physics. First, within the SM, the CP asymmetry in
B0d t ! J= KS should be approximately equal to that in
decays dominated by the quark-level penguin transition
 q (q  u; d; s). However, there is a 2:2 difference
b ! sq
between the Belle measurement of the CP asymmetry in
B0d t ! KS and that in B0d t ! J= KS [3]. In addition,
BABAR sees a 3:0 discrepancy between the CP asymmetries measured in B0d t ! 0 KS and B0d t ! J= KS [4].
Second, the latest data on B ! K decays (branching
ratios and various CP asymmetries) appear to be inconsistent with the SM [5]. Third, within the SM, one expects
no triple-product asymmetries in B ! K [6], but
BABAR has measured such an effect at 1:7 [7].
It must be emphasized that none of these signals is
statistically significant. Furthermore, the two experiments
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Belle and BABAR have not yet converged on any of the
above measurements. Still, these signals are intriguing,
particularly since the decays do share one thing in common: they all receive significant contributions from b ! s
penguin amplitudes. If NP is indeed present, it is therefore
plausible to suspect that it is the b ! s penguin which is
principally affected. This is the assumption made in this
paper.
All new-physics effects in B decays are necessarily
virtual. Thus, regardless of how evidence for physics beyond the SM is found—any of the above hints could give a
statistically significant signal of NP with more data —
many models can explain any discrepancy. As a result, it
has generally been assumed that the identification of the
NP will have to wait until the new particles are produced
directly at high-energy colliders.
However, it was recently shown that this is not entirely
true [8]. Briefly, the argument is as follows. Following the
experimental hints, we assume that new physics contributes significantly to those decays which have large b ! s
penguin amplitudes. Consider now a B ! f decay involving a b ! s penguin. The NP operators are assumed to be
roughly the same size as the SM b ! s penguin operators,
so the new effects are sizable. At the quark level, the NP
s i bq j q (q 
contributions take the form Oij;q
NP
u; d; s; c), where the i;j represent Lorentz structures, and
color indices are suppressed. There are a total of 20 possible NP operators; each of them can in principle have a
different weak phase.
There are new-physics contributions to the decay B ! f
through the matrix elements hfjOij;q
NP jBi. Each of these can
be written as
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iqk

hfjOij;q
NP jBi  Ak e

iqk

e

;

P

(1)
tan

qk

qk

and
are the NP weak and strong phases
where
associated with the individual matrix elements. However,
it was argued in Ref. [8] that all NP strong phases are
negligible compared to those of the SM. The point is that
strong phases arise from rescattering. In the SM, this
comes mainly from the tree diagram described at the quark
 1 However, note that this diagram is quite
level by b ! scc.
a bit larger than the b ! s penguin diagrams. That is, the
strong phases associated with penguin amplitudes are due
to rescattering from a diagram which is considerably bigger. However, the NP strong phases can come only from
rescattering from the NP diagrams themselves, which are
much smaller than the SM tree diagram. Thus, the generated NP strong phases are correspondingly smaller than
their SM counterparts. That is, the NP strong phases are
negligible compared to the SM strong phases. (A detailed
discussion of small NP strong phases is presented in the
appendix.)
Note that, in certain calculations of nonleptonic decays
[9] it is claimed that the rescattering from the tree diagrams
is negligible, but that annihilation terms, which are subleading [ O1=mb ], can be large. Large rescattering
from the annihilation terms can generate a significant
strong phase. If this scenario is true, then annihilation
topologies associated with new-physics operators can
also generate a large strong phase through rescattering.
However, there is no general agreement on the importance
of annihilation terms. Ultimately the size of annihilation
diagrams is an experimental question, and can be tested by

the measurement of decays such as B0d ! D
s Ds and
0


Bd ! K K . If the annihilations terms turn out to be
small, as expected from the O1=mb  suppression, then
we can neglect the rescattering phase resulting from
them. In our analysis we assume that annihilation-type
topologies in the SM and with NP, which are power suppressed, are small, and therefore our argument that NP
strong phases are negligible compared to those of the SM
remains valid.
The observation that the NP strong phases are negligible
allows for a great simplification: one can now combine all
NP matrix elements into a single NP amplitude, with a
single weak phase:
X

q i q;
hfjOij;q
NP jBi  A e

(2)

where q  u; d; s; c. Throughout the paper, we use the
symbols A and
to denote the NP amplitudes and
weak phases, respectively. In the above,
There is also a b ! suu tree diagram, but it is described by
the product of CKM matrix elements Vub Vus , which is tiny.
1

q

 Pi
i

Ai sinqi

Ai cosqi

:

(3)

Thus, all NP effects can be parametrized in terms of a small
number of NP quantities. That is, we have an effectiveLagrangian approach to new physics in CP violation in the
B system.
The argument the new-physics strong phases are negligible is quite general and applies to all NP models.
However, this result can be obviated if special conditions
are met. In particular, it does not hold if the NP is quite
light, or if there is a significant enhancement of certain
matrix elements. While these are disfavored theoretically,
the reader should be aware of these possible exceptions.
Note that, in general, Aq and q will be process
dependent. The NP phase q will be the same for all
decays governed by the quark-level process b ! sqq
only if all NP operators for the same quark-level process
have the same weak phase. This is not uncommon. There
are a number of NP models for which the weak phase is
universal to all operators. These include models with Z[10] and Z0 -mediated [11] flavor-changing neutral currents
(FCNC’s), models in which the gluonic penguin operators
have an enhanced chromomagnetic moment [12], and
models with scalar-mediated FCNC’s [13]. On the other
hand, there are also NP models without universal weak
phases, such as supersymmetric models with R-parity
breaking, left-right symmetric models and models with
four generations.
In Ref. [8], it was shown that the Aq and q can be
measured using pairs of B decays which are related by
flavor SU(3). One decay has a large b ! s penguin component and so receives new-physics contributions. The
other has a b ! d penguin contribution. At present, there
are no NP signals in processes which receive sizable contributions from b ! d penguin amplitudes, such as B0d !
. In this technique, and in others like it, we therefore
assume that the NP does not affect decays involving b ! d
penguins. The measurements of the two decays permit the
extraction of the NP parameters, which in turn allows one
to discriminate among NP models and rule out many of
them. We can thus partially identify the new physics,
before high-energy colliders are used.
In this paper, we provide a more detailed description of
the method proposed in Ref. [8] to measure the NP parameters. We also examine two additional methods which
can be used to obtain these NP parameters.
The first new method involves B ! K and B ! 
decays. Recently, it was shown that, within the SM, the full
unitarity triangle can be extracted from measurements of
B ! K decays [14]. In order to do this, it is necessary to
use flavor SU(3) to relate electroweak penguin operators to
tree operators. On the other hand, if one assumes in addition the presence of new-physics b ! s amplitudes in B !
K, it is straightforward to show that there is not sufficient
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information to extract the various SM and NP parameters.
However, flavor SU(3) also relates B ! K to B ! 
decays. Since the NP is not expected to affect these latter
decays, one can use flavor SU(3) to obtain certain SM B !
K amplitudes from B ! . With this information, it is
possible to measure the NP parameters. The advantage of
this method is that the analysis can be performed with
present data; the disadvantage is that there is a theoretical
error due to the assumption of flavor SU(3) symmetry.
The second new method involves B ! V1 V2 decays,
where V1 and V2 are vector mesons. These decays are
very promising for finding evidence of physics beyond
the SM. Suppose that the final state is such that (i) V 1 V 2 
V1 V2 , and (ii) a single decay amplitude dominates in the
SM. In this case, a time-dependent angular analysis of
Bt ! V1 V2 provides numerous signals of new physics
[15]. Suppose further that a single NP amplitude is present,
with a different weak phase from that of the SM amplitude
and a (helicity-dependent) strong phase. The NP weak
phase is assumed to be helicity independent, which is the
case for NP models whose weak phase is universal to all
operators. In Ref. [15] it was shown that one can place
lower bounds on the NP parameters. However, we have
argued above that the NP strong phase is negligible, in
which case the analysis is modified. As we will see, there
are now more observables than theoretical parameters, so
that one can measure the NP parameters in this system.
Compared to Ref. [8], the advantage is that no theoretical
input [flavor SU(3)] is required; the disadvantage is that it
is difficult experimentally, and the analysis only holds for a
certain class of NP models.
We begin in Sec. IIwith a detailed discussion of the
method involving b ! s and b ! d penguin decays which
are related by SU(3). In Sec. III we turn to the analysis of
B ! K and B !  decays. The technique involving
B ! V1 V2 decays is examined in Sec. IV. In Sec. V we
discuss all three methods, stressing their advantages and
disadvantages. All methods have their own unique features, and a complete analysis would ideally include all
three techniques. We also examine two models of new
physics, and show that different NP models lead to different patterns of NP parameters. This demonstrates that the
measurement of the NP parameters does indeed discrimi-

nate among various models, and provides a partial identification of the NP. We conclude in Sec. VI.
II.B PENGUIN DECAYS
We begin with a description of the method proposed in
Ref. [8] for measuring new-physics parameters. This technique closely resembles that of Ref. [16], which two of us
(A. D., D. L.) recently proposed for extracting CP phase
information. Here the method is reversed. We assume that
NP is present only in decays with large b ! s penguin
amplitudes, and that the SM CP phase information is
known (the SM phases can be measured using processes
which do not involve large b ! s penguin amplitudes). We
first study the general case in abstract terms. We then apply
the method to specific decays.
A. General Case
We begin by considering a neutral B00 ! M10 M20 decay
in which the final state M10 M20 is accessible to both B0 and
B0 mesons. B00 can be either a B0d or a B0s meson, and M10
and M20 are two mesons. (If both M10 and M20 are vector
mesons, the final state can be considered as a single helicity
state of M10 M20 .) This decay involves a b ! s penguin
contribution and is dominated by a single decay amplitude
in the SM. (The case in which there are two significant SM
amplitudes is discussed at the end of this subsection.)
Since B00 ! M10 M20 involves a b ! s penguin amplitude, new physics is present. As discussed in the introduction, because the NP strong phases are negligible, the effect
of the NP can be parametrized in terms of a single effective
amplitude, with a NP weak phase. Thus, including the NP,
the amplitude for B00 ! M10 M20 can be written
0

AB00 ! M10 M20   A  A0ct eict  Aq ei q ;

where A0ct and Aq are the SM and NP amplitudes,
respectively. Similarly, 0ct and q are the SM strong phase
and NP weak phase, respectively. The amplitude for the
CP-conjugate process, A, can be obtained from the above
by changing the sign of the weak phase q .
The time-dependent measurement of B00 t ! M10 M20
allows one to obtain the three observables

1
B  jAj2  jAj2   A0ct 2  Aq 2  2A0ct Aq cos0ct cos q ;
2
1
adir  jAj2  jAj2   2A0ct Aq sin0ct sin q ;
2
q
aI  Ime2iM A A  A0ct 2 sin2qM  2A0ct Aq cos0ct sin2qM 
It is useful to define a fourth observable:
q

 Aq 2 cos2qM  2

q :

(5)
q

 Aq 2 sin2qM  2

q :

The quantity aR is not independent of the other three
observables:

aR  Ree2iM A A
 A0ct 2 cos2qM  2A0ct Aq cos0ct cos2qM 

(4)

q

(6)

aR 2  B2  adir 2  aI 2 :

(7)

Thus, one can obtain aR from measurements of B, adir and
aI , up to a sign ambiguity.
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qM

00

 00

In the above,
(q  d; s) is the phase of B –B
mixing. For B00  B0d , this phase is unaffected by new
physics and thus takes its SM value, '. The canonical
way to measure this angle is via CP violation in B0d t !
J= KS . However, there is a potential problem here: this
 operadecay receives NP contributions from OcNP sbcc
tors (the Lorentz and color structures have been suppressed). On the other hand, the value of ' extracted
from B0d t ! J= KS is in line with SM expectations.
This strongly suggests that any OcNP contributions to this
decay are quite small.
The situation is somewhat different for B00  B0s . In
general, NP which affects b ! s transitions will also contribute to B0s –B0s mixing, i.e. one will have NP operators of
the form sbsb. In this case, the phase of B0s –B0s mixing may
well differ from its SM value ( ’ 0) due to the presence of
NP. The standard way to measure this mixing phase is
through CP violation in B0s t ! J=  [or B0s t !
J= ]. As with B0d t ! J= KS , these decays potentially
receive OcNP contributions. However, since the nonstrange
part of the  wave function has a negligible contribution to
hJ= jOcNP jB0s i, this matrix element can be related by
flavor SU(3) to hJ= KS jOcNP jB0d i (up to a mixing angle).
That is, both matrix elements are very small. In other
words, we do not expect significant OcNP contributions to
B0s t ! J= , and the phase of B0s –B0s mixing can be
measured through CP violation in this decay, even in the
presence of NP.
Another decay which can be used to measure the phase

of B0s –B0s mixing is B0s t ! D
s Ds . Since the final state
 
Ds Ds is unrelated to J= , it is logically possible that

OcNP will have measurable effects in B0s t ! D
s Ds . The
0
0
easiest way to detect this is to measure the Bs –Bs mixing

phase in both B0s t ! J=  and B0s t ! D
s Ds . If these
two phases differ, this will clearly signal the presence of
NP in b ! scc transitions. However, such measurements
will not allow us to cleanly determine the magnitude and
phase of OcNP . This can be done using the technique
described in this section.
Note that the expressions for adir and aI in Eq. (5)
provide several clear signals of NP. Since B00 ! M10 M20 is
dominated by a single decay in the SM, the direct CP
asymmetry is predicted to vanish. Furthermore, in the
SM the indirect CP asymmetry measures the mixing phase
qM . Thus, if it is found that adir  0, or that qM differs
from its SM value, this would be a smoking-gun signal of
NP. Note also that, if it happens that the SM strong phases
are small, adir may be unmeasurable. In this case, a better
signal of new physics is the measurement of T-violating
triple-product correlations in the corresponding vectorvector final states [6]. This is an example of the many
NP signals present in B decays. However, these signals
do not, by themselves, allow the measurement of the NP
parameters.
The three independent observables of Eqs. (5) and (6)
depend on four unknown theoretical parameters: Aq ,

A0ct ,

0ct

and q . Therefore one cannot obtain information
about the new-physics parameters Aq and q from these
measurements. However, one can partially solve the equations to obtain
A0ct 2



aR cos2qM  2

q
q   aI sin2M

cos2

2

q  B

q 1

:

(8)
From this expression, we see that, if we knew A0ct , we
could solve for q .
In order to get A0ct we consider the partner process
0
B ! M1 M2 involving a b ! d penguin amplitude. In
the SM this decay is related by SU(3) symmetry to B00 !
M10 M20 . (In some cases, this relation only holds if one
neglects annihilation- or exchange-type diagrams [16],
which are expected to be small.) B0 can be either a B0d or
a B0s meson and, as with B00 ! M10 M20 , it is assumed that
both B0 and B 0 can decay to the final state M1 M2 . The
partner process can be a pure penguin decay, or can involve
both tree and (non-negligible) penguin contributions.
Since b ! s transitions are not involved, the amplitude
for B0 ! M1 M2 receives only SM contributions, and is
given by
AB0 ! M1 M2   Au Vub Vud  Ac Vcb Vcd  At Vtb Vtd
 Au  At Vub Vud  Ac  At Vcb Vcd
 Aut ei( eiut  Act eict ;

(9)

where
Aut  jAu  At Vub Vud j,
Act  jAc 
At Vcb Vcd j, and we have explicitly written the strong
phases ut and ct , as well as the weak phase (. In the
above, we adopt the c-quark convention [17], in which
CKM unitarity is used to eliminate the t-quark term.
As with B00 ! M10 M20 , the time-dependent measurement
of B0 t ! M1 M2 allows one to obtain three independent
observables [Eqs. (5) and (6)]. These observables depend
on five theoretical quantities: Act , Aut ,   ut  ct , (
and the mixing phase qM . However, as discussed above,
qM can be measured independently using processes which
are unaffected by new physics in b ! s penguin amplitudes. The weak phase ( can be measured similarly. For
example, it can be obtained from B ! DK decays [18].
Alternatively, the angle ) can be extracted from B ! 
[19], B ! * [20] or B ! ** decays [21], and ( can be
obtained using (    '  (. Given that these CP
phases can be measured independently, the three observables of B0 t ! M1 M2 now depend on three unknown
theoretical parameters, so that the system of equations
can be solved.
In particular, one can obtain Act :
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0

where aR , aI and B are the observables found in B t !
M 1 M2 .
The key point is that, in the SU(3) limit, one has
A ct  +A0ct ;

(11)

where +  0:22 is the Cabibbo angle. With this relation,
the extraction of Act from B0 t ! M1 M2 yields A0ct .
Thus, Eq. (8) can be used to solve for the new-physics
phase q . The NP amplitude Aq can also be obtained.
There is a theoretical error in the above relation due to
SU(3)-breaking effects. However, various methods were
discussed in Ref. [16] to reduce this SU(3) breaking. All of
these methods are applicable here. In the end, depending
on which pair of processes is used, the theoretical error can
be reduced to the level of 5–15%.
At this point we can make an important general observation. As noted in the introduction [Eq. (3)], the newphysics weak phase q depends on the matrix elements of
the various NP operators for the particular process considered (Ai ), as well as the corresponding weak phases qi .
Thus, in general, the value of q extracted from two
distinct decay pairs with the same underlying b ! sqq
transition will be different. There are two reasons for
this. First, certain operators which contribute to one process may not contribute in the same form to another. (For
example, one decay might be color suppressed, while the
other is color allowed.) Second, even if the same operators
are involved (with the same form) in two b ! sqq decays,
the matrix elements of the various operators will depend on
the final states considered. Thus, the Ai in Eq. (3) are
process dependent in general, and the value of the phase
q depends on the particular decay pair used. However, if
all NP operators for the quark-level process b ! sqq have
the same weak phase q , then the NP phase q will be the
same for all decays governed by the same quark-level
process. Hence it is important to measure the phase q
in more than one pair of processes with the same underlying quark transition. If the effective phases are different
then it would be a clear signal of more than one NP

amplitude, with different weak phases, in b ! sqq.
Furthermore, in some NP models, the phases for the differ q are related, so
ent underlying quark transitions b ! sq
that the NP phase is independent of the quark flavor.
In the above method, we have assumed that the decay
B00 ! M10 M20 is dominated by a single decay amplitude in
the SM. This is the case only for the quark-level decays
 q (q  d; s; c). However, it is straightforward to
b ! sq
 for which B00 ! M10 M20
adapt this technique to b ! suu,
receives both tree and b ! s penguin contributions in the
SM. The process B0s ! K  K  is an example of such a
decay. Including the new-physics contribution, the amplitude for such decays can be written
0

Here, assuming that ( and the mixing phase qM are
known, the three independent observables in this decay
depend on six unknown parameters: A0ct , A0ut , 0ut , 0ct ,
Au and u . In this case, in order to solve for the NP
parameters, one needs three pieces of information. These
can be obtained as follows. Measurements of the partner
process allow one to extract Act , Aut and   ut  ct .
We now assume that
A ct  +A0ct ; +Aut  A0ut ; 0  ;

(13)

where 0  0ut  0ct . These assumptions then permit the
extraction of Au and u from measurements of B00 !
M10 M20 .
However, the theoretical uncertainty here due to SU(3)
breaking is considerably larger than in the case where
B00 ! M10 M20 is dominated by a single amplitude in the
SM. Not only do we relate two amplitudes instead of one
[Eq. (11)], but we also assume that two strong phases are
equal. Thus, the NP parameters Au and u can be obtained in this way, but we expect a larger theoretical error.
B. Specific decays
In Ref. [16], we showed that there are 12 decay pairs
B0 ! M1 M2 and B0 ! M10 M20 which can be used to obtain
CP phase information in the SM, with a small theoretical
error. [In fact, there are more, since many of the particles in
the final states can be observed as either pseudoscalar (P)
or vector (V) mesons.] Many of these decay pairs can also
be used to measure the new-physics parameters, assuming
that the NP contributes significantly only to the b ! s
decays, and that the SM CP phases have already been
measured using non-b ! s processes.
As noted earlier, assuming that new-physics strong rescattering is negligible relative to that of the SM, all NP
effects can be parametrized in terms of the effective NP
amplitudes Aq and weak phases q (q  u; d; s; c), independent of the type of underlying NP [8]. Of the above 12
decay pairs, seven involve only neutral B mesons and have
final states M10 M20 accessible to both B0 and B0 . These
can be used to measure the NP parameters Aq and q
TABLE I. For each set of new-physics parameters Aq and
00
0
0
q , we list the B decays (B t ! M1 M2 ) and their partner
0
processes (B t ! M1 M2 ) which can be used to measure them.
NP parameters
c
c; A
s
s; A
d
;
A
d

0

AB00 ! M10 M20   A0ut ei( eiut  A0ct eict  Au ei u :
(12)
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B00 t ! M10 M20
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B0s t ! D
s Ds
0
0
Bd t ! K
B0s t ! 
B0s t ! K 0 K 0
B0s t ! K 0 K 0
B0d t ! K 0 *0
B0d t ! K 0 *0
B0s t ! K  K 

B0d t ! D D
B0s t ! K 0
B0s t ! K 0
B0d t !  
B0d t ! K 0 K 0
B0d t ! *0 *0
B0s t ! K 0 *0
B0d t !  
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(q  d; s; c) using the method outlined in Sec. II A. For
Au and u , we have to use a decay pair in which B0 !
M10 M20 receives both tree and penguin contributions in the
SM. There is one such possibility. Thus, all four sets of NP
parameters can be obtained from measurements of pairs of
B decays.
The decay pairs are listed in Table I, along with the newphysics parameters probed. We have several comments
about these.
There are three reasons why certain decays are written in
terms of vector-vector (VV) final states, while others involve pseudoscalar-pseudoscalar (PP) states. First, some
decays involve a final state 0 . However, experimentally it
will be necessary to find the decay vertices of the final
particles. This is virtually impossible for a 0 , and so we
always use a *0 [22]. Second, some pairs of decays are
related by SU(3) in the SM only if an ss quark pair is
used. Unfortunately, there are no P’s which are pure ss.
The mesons  and 0 have an ss component, but they
 pieces. As a result the
 and dd
also have significant uu
0
0
0
0
decays B ! M1 M2 and B ! M1 M2 are not really related
by SU(3) in the SM if the final state involves an  or 0 . We
therefore consider instead the vector meson  which is
essentially a pure ss quark state. Finally, we require that
both B0 and B 0 be able to decay to the final state. This
cannot happen if the final state contains a single K 0 (or K 0 )
meson. However, it can occur if this final-state particle is
an excited neutral kaon. In this case one decay involves
K 0 , while the other has K 0 . Assuming that the vector
meson is detected via its decay to KS 0 (as in the measurement of sin2' via B0d t ! J= K ), then both B0 and
B 0 can decay to the same final state.
Apart from these three restrictions, the final-state particles can be taken to be either pseudoscalar or vector.
Indeed, it will be useful to measure the NP parameters in
modes with PP, PV and VV final-state particles, since
different NP operators are probed in these decays. For
example, within factorization, certain scalar operators cannot contribute to PV or VV states if their amplitudes
 L;R qj0i. In general, the
involve the matrix element hVjq(
matrix element of a given operator will be different for the
various PP, PV and VV final states. Thus, the measurement of the NP parameters in different modes will provide
some clues as to which NP operators are present.
In addition, if it is found that q is different for decays
governed by the same underlying quark-level transition, it
will indicate the presence of more than one NP amplitude,
with different weak phases.
For the NP parameters Aq and q (q  d; s; c), the
theoretical error is due to SU(3) breaking in Eq. (11), and
can be reduced to the range 5–15% [16]. On the other hand,
the only way to measure u and Au is to use B0s t !
K  K  and B0d t !   . However, B0s ! K  K  has
both tree and penguin contributions. In order to obtain
u
u and A , it is therefore necessary to make the three

assumptions in Eq. (13). In the context of measuring the
angle (, the SU(3) breaking in B0s ! K  K  and B0d !
  was examined in Refs. [23,24]. In the framework of
naive factorization or QCD factorization [25], it can be
shown that, as long as annihilation-type topologies
are small, the double ratio of amplitudes
+2 A0ct =A0ut =Act =Aut  has small SU(3) breaking.
However, Eq. (13) does not involve this double ratio of
amplitudes —it involves single amplitude ratios (and an
equality of strong phases). In this case, even within QCD
factorization with small annihilation-type topologies, there
are several sources of SU(3) breaking which are not under
total control. The SU(3) breaking comes from the difference between unknown B0s ! K and B0d !  form factors,
differences in the light-cone distributions of the kaon and
the pion, and other subleading but potentially important
unknown soft physics [26]. As a result, putting all these
SU(3)-breaking effects together, the theoretical error in the
extraction of u and Au is quite a bit larger than for the
measurement of the other NP parameters.
Note that only one pair in Table I involves only B0d
decays. The others will require the time-dependent measurement of B0s decays. However, this will be difficult
experimentally, as B0s –B0s mixing is large. For this reason
the decay pair B0d t ! K 0 *0 and B0d t ! *0 *0 may be
the most promising for measuring NP parameters using this
method.
III. B ! K AND B !  DECAYS
In this section we consider B ! K and B !  decays. It is well known that it is possible to express the
amplitudes for B decays to two pseudoscalars in terms of a
number of distinct SU(3) operators. This is equivalent to a
description in terms of diagrams [27]. Neglecting the exchange- and annihilation-type diagrams, which are expected to be small for dynamical reasons, but including
electroweak penguin contributions (EWP’s), there are five
diagrams [28]: (1) a color-favored tree amplitude T (or T 0 ),
(2) a color-suppressed tree amplitude C (or C0 ), (3) a
gluonic penguin amplitude P (or P0 ), (4) a color-favored
electroweak penguin amplitude PEW (or P0EW ), and (5) a
color-suppressed electroweak penguin amplitude PCEW (or
P0C
EW ). In the following, we denote all diagrams contributing to b ! d (b ! s) decays without (with) primes.
As described in Sec. II, the penguin diagram actually
contains several pieces:
P  Pu Vub Vud  Pc Vcb Vcd  Pt Vtb Vtd
 Pu  Pt Vub Vud  Pc  Pt Vcb Vcd
 Put ei(  Pct :

(14)

In the above, we have explicitly written the weak phase (;
the amplitudes implicitly include the strong phases. As in
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Sec. II, we have adopted the c-quark convention [17] in
passing from the first line to the second. For b ! s decays,
we can write P0 analogously to the above, except that we
expect jP0ut j  jP0ct j since jVub Vus =Vcb Vcs j ’ 2%. In
Sec. II we neglected the P0ut term. We will eventually do
something similar here as well, but for the moment we
keep all terms in the B ! K amplitudes.
For b ! d decays, the EWP contributions are expected
to be negligible. However, they are important for b ! s
transitions [28]. It was recently shown that, to a good
approximation, the EWP’s can be related to tree operators
using Fierz transformations and SU(3) symmetry [29].
Ignoring exchange- and annihilation-type diagrams once
again, the relations are
3
4
3

4

P0EW 
P0C
EW

c9  c10
3
RT 0  C0  
4
c1  c2
c9  c10
3
RT 0  C0  
4
c1  c2

c9  c10
RT 0  C0 ;
c1  c2
c9  c10
RT 0  C0 ;
c1  c2
(15)

where the ci are Wilson coefficients. Here, the weak phases
have been factored out, so these relations include only
strong phases. In the above,





1
 Vtb Vts 


R 
 p ;




Vub Vus 
+2 *2  2

(16)

where * and  are the CKM parameters. (Note that the
three CP phases in the unitarity triangle are functions of *
and .) Thus, all B ! PP amplitudes can be expressed in

terms of T, C, Put , Pct (or their b ! s equivalents) and the
weak phases.
We now turn to the four B ! K decays B !  K 0 ,

B ! 0 K  , B0d !  K  and B0d ! 0 K 0 . There are 9
measurements that can be made of this system: four
branching ratios, four direct asymmetries, and one indirect
asymmetry (in B0d t ! 0 KS ). However, assuming that
the P0ut term is negligible, in the SM the amplitudes can
be expressed in terms of 7 parameters: three diagram
magnitudes, two relative strong phases, and two CKM
parameters. Thus there is enough information in B !
K decays to reconstruct the full unitarity triangle [14].
We now consider new physics. B ! K decays are b !
s transitions, so that NP can affect these decays. There are
two classes of NP operators, differing in their color structure: s) i b) q ' j q' and s) i b' q ' j q) . The first class of
NP operators contributes with no color suppression to final
 mesons. The second type of operator
states containing qq
can also contribute via Fierz transformations, but there is a
suppression factor of 1=Nc , as well as additional operators
involving color octet currents. Similarly, for final states
with sq mesons, the roles of the two classes of operators
0
0C
are reversed. We denote by A0;q ei q and A0C;q ei q the
sum of NP operators which contribute to final states in and sq mesons, respectively. Here, 0q and 0C
volving qq
q
are the NP weak phases; the strong phases are zero. We
stress that, despite the ‘‘color-suppressed’’ index C, the
0C
operators A0C;q ei q are not necessarily smaller than the
0;q i 0q
A e .
Including these NP operators, the B ! K amplitudes
can be written

1
0C
AB !  K 0   P0ut ei(  P0ct  P0C
 A0C;d ei d ;
3 EW
p
2
0
0
 A0;u ei u  A0;d ei d  A0C;u ei
2AB ! 0 K    P0ut ei(  P0ct  T 0 ei(  C0 ei(  P0EW  P0C
3 EW
2
0C;u i 0C
e u;
AB0d !  K    P0ut ei(  P0ct  T 0 ei(  P0C
EW  A
3
p
1
0C
0
0
 A0;u ei u  A0;d ei d  A0C;d ei d :
2AB0d ! 0 K 0   P0ut ei(  P0ct  C0 ei(  P0EW  P0C
3 EW
Here, each of P0ut , P0ct , T 0 and C0 include a (different) strong
0
0
phase. Note that A0;u ei u and A0;d ei d always appear in
the same combination above. We therefore define
0
0
0
A0;comb ei  A0;u ei u  A0;d ei d . It is not possible
to distinguish the two component amplitudes.
In the presence of NP, the amplitudes can be written in
terms of 16 theoretical quantities: 7 amplitude magnitudes
(jP0ut j, jP0ct j, jT 0 j, jC0 j, jA0;comb j, jA0C;d j and jA0C;u j), 4
relative strong phases, 2 SM weak phases, and 3 NP weak
phases. (In the following, we generically refer to the strong
phases, SM weak phases and NP weak phases as ‘‘’’, ‘‘’’
and ‘‘ ’’, respectively.) Since we have 16 parameters and
only 9 measurements, it is clear that we cannot measure the

0C
u

;
(17)

NP parameters using B ! K alone. It does not help to
make the approximation that P0ut is negligible.
Important information can be obtained from measurements of the B !  system. As per our assumptions, new
physics does not affect such decays. Neglecting EWP
contributions, which are expected to be small, the B !
 amplitudes can be written
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p
2AB0d ! 0 0   Cei(  Put ei(  Pct :
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B0d t





The indirect asymmetry in
!   also involves
the phase of B0d –B0d mixing, ', so the 6 B !  measurements [three branching ratios, two direct asymmetries,
and one indirect asymmetry (in B0d t !   )] are a
function of 7 theoretical parameters. However, if one assumes that ' is measured in B0d t ! J= KS , all theoretical quantities can be extracted [30].
Within flavor SU(3) symmetry, the B !  amplitudes
are related to those in B ! K:
C0 P0
+
T0
;
  ut 
C
Put 1  +2 =2
T
Pct PEW PCEW
+
;



P0ct P0EW P0C
1

+2 =2
EW

(19)

where the various amplitudes include the strong phases.
With these relations, we can combine the information
obtained in B !  and B ! K decays. As detailed
above, there are a total of 16 theoretical parameters.
However, there are now also 16 experimental measurements: 6 in B ! , 9 in B ! K and the extraction of
' in B0d t ! J= KS . It is therefore in principle possible to
solve for all theoretical unknowns, and we would thus
measure the NP parameters.
Unfortunately, solving 16 nonlinear equations in 16
unknowns will lead to a large number of discretely ambigAB !  K 0   P0ct  A0C;d ei

uous solutions. When one adds the experimental errors, the
solutions will be smeared out, and the values of the NP
parameters will essentially remain unknown. To remedy
this, we adopt the procedure of Ref. [31] in order to reduce
the number of theoretical unknowns. First, we neglect the
P0ut term in the decays B !  K 0 and B ! 0 K  .
Second, we remove the dependence on Put by redefining
T and C:
T~  T  Put ;

~  C  Put ;
C

with similar redefinitions for the primed quantities. Finally,
~0 are
the relations in Eq. (15) no longer hold when T~0 and C
0C
used. We therefore neglect the amplitude PEW . With this,
there is a single relation between P0EW and the tree diagrams:
P0EW 

3 c9  c10 ~0
~0 :
RT  C
2 c1  c2

(21)

0
Since jP0ut j; jP0C
EW j  jPct j we expect the error associated
with these approximations to be small. Indeed, in Ref. [31],
SM fits both with and without the approximations were
performed, and little difference was found.
With the above approximations, the B ! K amplitudes take the form

0C
d

;
p
0

0

0
i(
~0 ei(  P0EW  A0;comb ei
2AB !  K   Pct  T~ e  C

0

 A0C;u ei

0C
u

;
(22)

0C
u

AB0d !  K    P0ct  T~0 ei(  A0C;u ei ;
p
~0 ei(  P0EW  A0;comb ei
2AB0d ! 0 K 0   P0ct  C
while those for B !  are
p
~ i( ;
~ i(  Ce
2AB !  0   Te
~ i(  Pct ;
AB0d !     Te
p
~ i(  Pct :
2AB0d ! 0 0   Ce

(20)

(23)

0

 A0C;d ei

0C
d

;

Ref. [31], it was noted that factorization appears to hold
~ ’ fK =f ,
for color-allowed tree diagrams, so that jT~0 =Tj
but that the SU(3) breaking in the other relations would be
left to experiment. In our case, NP is present in all b ! s
decays, and this will mask any SU(3)-breaking effects. One
possibility is to assume that the ratios of magnitudes of
amplitudes are known, but no assumption is made about
the strong phases. That is, we write

The amplitudes with tildes are related as in Eq. (19):
~0
C
+
T~0
:
 
~
1  +2 =2
C
T~






T~0 





  fT ;

 T~ 


(24)




~0 


C





  fC ;

~
C







Pct 





  fP :

0
Pct 

(25)

There are now 14 theoretical unknown quantities, but 16
measurements. Thus, we can solve for the NP parameters
with few discrete ambiguities. (In practice, one will fit for
all parameters.)
Of course, we have assumed perfect SU(3) symmetry in
this procedure [Eqs. (19) and (24)]. However, we know that
there may be significant SU(3)-breaking effects. In

The quantities fT , fC and fP are calculated using some
theoretical model (e.g. QCD factorization [25]), but all
strong phases are taken to be additional theoretical unknowns. The problem here is that this adds two theoretical
quantities to the procedure (two strong phases in B ! 
decays), so we once again have 16 measurements and 16
unknowns. As discussed above, this leads to a large num-
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ber of discretely ambiguous solutions. For this reason, it is
probably best to assume that the strong phases of primed
and unprimed amplitudes are equal, as with perfect SU(3)
symmetry, and that the magnitude ratios are given by
Eq. (25). In this case the above procedure will yield the
NP parameters, but with sizable theoretical errors.
Above, we have concentrated on B ! PP decays, where
P is a pseudoscalar. However, the analysis holds equally
for B ! VV decays (V is a vector meson). In this case, an
angular analysis must be performed. Note that we have
argued that exchange- and annihilation-type contributions
to the B ! PP decays are expected to be negligible.
However, in some approaches to hadronic B decays, such
amplitudes may be chirally enhanced if there are pseudoscalars in the final state [9,25]. On the other hand, such
chiral enhancements are not present for VV final states, so
this is a potential point in favor of B ! VV decays. It has
been recently claimed that annihilation terms can also be
big in certain B ! VV decays in spite of the lack of chiral
enhancement [32]. As noted earlier, ultimately, the size of
exchange and annihilation diagrams is an experimental
question, and can be tested by the measurement of decays

0
 
such as B0d ! D
s Ds and Bd ! K K .
One can even apply the method to PV final states, but
things are considerably more complicated in this case since
the NP contributes differently to the PV and VP final
states. In this case, one must correspondingly increase
the number of NP parameters: there are now a total of 30
parameters in e.g. B ! K and B ! *K decays. These
parameters are to be fitted to 32 measurements (9 in B !
K , 9 in B ! *K, 13 in B ! *, ' from B0d t !
J= KS ). Thus, while one can solve for the NP parameters
in principle, in practice the analysis is very complicated.
We can do better with the B ! K=B !  method if
we perform a semi-model-independent analysis by making
an assumption about the general form of A0 ’s. We illustrate this below.

0C

AB !  K 0   P0ct  A0C ei ;
p
~0 ei(
2AB ! 0 K    P0ct  T~0 ei(  C
 P0EW  A0C ei

A0;u ei
A0C;u ei

0
u
0C
u

(27)

;
0C

AB0d !  K    P0ct  T~0 ei(  A0C ei ;
p
~0 ei(  P0EW  A0C ei
2AB0d ! 0 K 0   P0ct  C

0C

:

There are now only 10 theoretical parameters: 4 amplitude
magnitudes, 3 ’s, 2 ’s and one . Recall that there are 9
measurements in B ! K alone. We therefore need only
one additional measurement to be able to extract all parameters, including those related to NP: A0C and 0C .
Ideally, in order to reduce discrete ambiguities, we would
have two additional measurements. These can come from
independent measurements of the SM phases (the 2 ’s).
Thus, for this particular type of new physics, we do not
need measurements in the B !  system at all.
Indeed, it is not necessary to make any assumptions
about the absence of new physics in decays with b ! d
penguins, though we must assume that the phase of B0d –B0d
mixing is measured in B0d t ! J= KS . If we assume that
NP is also present in B !  decays, these amplitudes
take the form
p
~ i(  Acomb ei
~ i(  Ce
2AB !  0   Te
 AC;u ei

C
u

 AC;d ei

C
d

;

C
u

~ i(  Pct  AC;u ei ;
!     Te
p
~ i(  Pct  Acomb ei
2AB0d ! 0 0   Ce
AB0d

 AC;d ei

C
d

(28)

;

where
A comb ei  Au ei

A. Isospin-conserving new physics
One possibility is to make the general assumption that
the new physics is isospin conserving. For example, this
occurs in NP models in which the gluonic penguin operators have an enhanced chromomagnetic moment [12]. In
this case,

0C

u

 Ad ei d :

(29)

If the NP is isospin conserving, this implies that
Au ei

u

 Ad ei d ;

AC;u ei

C
u

 AC;d ei

C
d

 AC ei

NP;C

(30)
:

0

 A0;d ei d ;
 A0C;d ei

0C
d

 A0C ei

0

0C

:

(26)

This in turn implies that A0;comb ei is zero, so that there is
just one A0 remaining. The B ! K amplitudes now take
the form

In this case, Acomb ei vanishes, and we are left with only
NP;C
.
one A, namely AC ei
Assuming perfect SU(3) symmetry, the B ! K and
B !  amplitudes are described by a total of 12 theoretical quantities. With 16 measurements, it is possible to
extract all parameters, including those describing the NP in
the b ! s and b ! d transitions.
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where a+ and Aq+

IV. B ! V1 V2 DECAYS
In this section we examine B ! V1 V2 decays in which
V 1 V 2  V1 V2 . We consider decays which are described by

 s, b ! ss
 s, or b ! sdd.
the quark-level transitions b ! cc
Within the SM such decays are dominated by a single weak
decay amplitude, and their weak phase is essentially zero
in the standard parametrization [1]. (As noted above, there
are two significant contributions—the tree and penguin
 Since
amplitudes —for decays described by b ! suu.)
these are all b ! s transitions, there are new-physics contributions. Note that, in this method, we make no assumptions about NP in b ! d decays.
Suppose that the underlying new-physics model is such
that the weak phase is universal to all NP operators. As
discussed in the introduction, this holds for a large number
of NP models. In this case, the NP weak phase q will be
helicity independent. Taking into account the fact that the
NP strong phase is negligible, the decay amplitude for each
of the three possible helicity states may be written as
A+  AmpB ! V1 V2 +  a+ ei+  Aq+ ei q ;
A +  AmpB ! V1 V2 +  a+ ei+  Aq+ ei q ;
1
++  jA+ j2  jA + j2 ;
2
k0  ReAk A0  A k A 0 ;

(31)

represent the helicity-dependent SM and
NP amplitudes, respectively, the + are the SM strong
phases, and the helicity index + takes the values f0; k; ?
g. Using CPT invariance, the full decay amplitudes can be
written as
A  AmpB ! V1 V2   A0 g0  Ak gk  iA? g? ;
  AmpB ! V1 V2   A 0 g0  A k gk  iA ? g? ;
A

(32)

where the g+ are the coefficients of the helicity amplitudes
written in the linear polarization basis. The g+ depend only
on the angles describing the kinematics [33].
Using the above equations, we can write the timedependent decay rates as


 B ! V1 V2   e

t

X

+ 

+

cos!Mt

+

 *+ sin!Mtg+ g :

(33)

Thus, by performing a time-dependent angular analysis of
the decay Bt ! V1 V2 , one can measure 18 observables.
These are

1
 jA+ j2  jA + j2 ;
?i  ImA? Ai  A ? A i ;
2
 
 
?i  ImA? Ai  A? Ai ;
k0  ReAk A0  Ak A0 ;

++

q
*?i  ReeiM A? A i  Ai A ? ;

*??  ImeiM A? A ? ;

q
*k0  ImeiM Ak A 0  A0 A k ;

q
*ii  ImeiM Ai A i ;

where i  f0; kg. As in Sec. 2.1, qM is the weak phase
factor associated with B0q –B 0q mixing. Note that the signs
of the various *++ terms depend on the CP parity of the
various helicity states. We have chosen the sign of *ii to be
1, which corresponds to the final state K .
For measuring new-physics parameters, the key point is
the following. There are a total of six amplitudes describing B ! V1 V2 and B ! V1 V2 decays [Eq. (31)]. At best
one can measure the magnitudes and relative phases of
these six amplitudes. Thus, of the 18 observables, only 11
are independent. However, these observables are a function
of only 11 theoretical parameters2: three a+ ’s, three Aq+ ’s,
qM , q , and the three strong phases + . In addition, as
discussed in Sec. II A, qM can be measured independently,
so we effectively have 11 equations in 10 unknowns. The
solution will have discrete ambiguities, but many of these
can be removed using the additional observables.
Thus, as advertised, if new physics is found, it is possible
to measure the NP parameters via a time-dependent angu2
If the NP weak phase is assumed to be helicity dependent,
then there are more theoretical parameters than there are measurements, and we cannot solve the system of equations.

(34)

q

lar analysis of B ! V1 V2 decays. To be specific, As+ and
0
0 or B0 ! . The
s can be extracted from Bd ! K
s
0
0 0
0
0  0
decays Bd ! K * and Bs ! K K can be used to
measure Ad+ and d . (In the decay B0d ! K 0 *0 , there is
a small theoretical error due to the neglect of the colorsuppressed b ! suu tree contribution.) Finally, measurements of the decay B0s ! Ds  Ds  can be used to obtain
Ac+ and c .
Note that this analysis is done within the context of a
single b ! s B ! V1 V2 decay. In this case, as in the B !
K=B !  method with isospin-conserving new physics, no assumption is necessary about the absence of new
physics in decays with b ! d penguins. The only assumption needed is that the phase of B0q –B 0q mixing, which may
be affected by NP, can be extracted from B0d t ! J= KS
or B0s t ! J= .
A. Explicit solution
Under the assumption that qM is known independently,
we can construct an analytic solution (this follows closely
the analysis of Ref. [15]). In terms of the theoretical
parameters, the explicit expressions for the observables
are as follows:
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a2+  Aq+ 2  2a+ Aq+ cos+ cos q ;
2a+ Aq+ sin+ sin q ;
2a? Aqi cos?  ai Aq? cosi  sin q ;
2ak a0 cosk  0   ak Aq0 cosk cos q
2a? ai sin?  i   a? Aqi sin? cos
2ak Aq0 sink  a0 Aqk sin0  sin q ;

q

 ai Aq? sini cos

?i

*++
sin2qM meas
 q
;
+
2++  2++

q

 ++ 1  y+ cos2+ ;

++ sin2
2

++ 2cos

 Pi P? 3? i  3i ?  cos!i
(40)

P2+  ++ 1  y+ cos22+  2
3+ 
+ 

++ y+ sin22+  2
P2+
++

P2+

q

q ;

;

(41)

:

Equations (40) can be solved for !i :

q ;

(38)

q

q  y+ cos2+  2

q

where !i  ?  i , and

(37)

 2qM . Using these expressions,
where 2+  2qM meas
+
along with those for ++ and ++ [Eq. (35)], we can solve
for tan+ :
tan+ 

q

?i  Pi P? 3?  3i  cos!i  i  ?  sin!i ;

where the   sign corresponds to +  0; k ( ? ).
Using the expressions for ++ , ++ and qM meas
above,
+
one can express a+ and Aq+ as follows [15]:
 ++ 1  y+ cos2+  2



 1  3i 3?  i ?  sin!i ;

measured in B ! V1 V2
Similarly, the value of
decays can depend on the helicity of the final state: *++
can be recast in terms of a measured weak phase
2qM meas
, defined as
+

q

q ;

(35)

sin2qM

2Aq+ 2 sin2

 Aqk Aq0 ;

2ai Aqi

For B ! V1 V2 decays, the analogue of the usual direct CP
dir
asymmetry aCP
dir is the helicity-dependent quantity a+ 
++ =++ . We define the related quantity
q
y+  1  2++ =2++ :
(36)

2a2+ sin2

q


cosi sin2qM  q   Aqi 2 sin2qM  2 q ;
a2? sin2qM  2a? Aq? cos? sin2qM  q   Aq? 2 sin2qM  2 q ;
2ai a? cosi  ?  cos2qM  a? Aqi cos? cos2qM  q   ai Aq? cosi cos2qM
 Aqi Aq? cos2qM  2 q ;
2a0 ak cosk  0  sin2qM  ak Aq0 cosk sin2qM  q   a0 Aqk cos0 sin2qM 
 Aq0 Aqk sin2qM  2 q :
a2i

sin2qM

 a0 Aqk cos0 cos

q   y+ cos2+ 

:

tan!i 

This expresses tan!i in terms of observables and
However, we can also write
tan!i 

tan?  tani
:
1  tan? tani

q.

(43)

Equations (39), (42), and (43) can then be combined to give
a single equation as a function of q . This can be solved to
get the new-physics weak phase, which will permit the
measurement of the remaining theoretical parameters.

(39)
This equation expresses + in terms of observables and q .
How one proceeds further depends on which other observables are available. Suppose that ?i and ?i have
been measured. These two observables can be expressed as
[15]

3? i  3i ? ?i  ?i 3?  3i 
:
1  3i 3?  i ? ?i  ?i i  ? 
(42)

B. Are the NP strong phases negligible?
The time-dependent angular analysis also allows us to
test the assumption that the NP strong phases are negligible. Assume that the B ! V1 V2 amplitudes contain
(helicity-dependent) NP strong phases !q+ . In this case
Eq. (31) can be written
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i!q+

A+  AmpB ! V1 V2 +  a+ ei+  Aq+ ei q e

There are now 13 theoretical parameters, and only 11
observables. However, since the expressions for the observables in terms of parameters are nonlinear, one can
obtain bounds on the various theoretical quantities [15]. In
particular, one can constrain the two NP strong phase
differences !q?  !qi , i  0; k . If either of these bounds
is inconsistent with zero, this will invalidate the assumption of negligible NP strong phases.

At several points previously, we have argued that it is
important to measure all the NP parameters, and in as many
different ways a possible. In the following, we show how
different NP models lead to different patterns of NP parameters. Thus, the measurement of the NP parameters can
rule out certain models and point towards others.
There has already been a great deal of theoretical work
discussing various NP models which can explain the apparent discrepancy in the Belle measurement of sin2' in
B0d t ! KS [34 –36]. Our aim here is not to produce an
exhaustive analysis of such NP models. Instead we consider only two, and show that the measurement of the NP
parameters can distinguish between them.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Z-mediated FCNC’s

In Ref. [8] it was argued that the NP strong phases are
negligible relative to those of the SM. In this case, all NP
matrix elements for a given b ! sqq process (q 
u; d; s; c) can be summed into a single effective NP operator, with amplitude Aq and corresponding weak phase q .
In the previous sections, we have examined three different
methods for measuring these NP parameters. They are (i)
the comparison of b ! s and b ! d penguin B decays [8],
(ii) the combined measurement of B ! K and B ! 
decays, and (iii) the time-dependent angular analysis of
B ! V1 V2 decays. All three methods have their particular
advantages and disadvantages.
There are several B decay pairs to which the B-penguin
method can be applied. Depending on which pair is used,
the s-, d- and c-quark NP parameters can be obtained with
a theoretical error of about 5–15%. The u-quark NP parameters Au and u can also be measured, but with a
much larger theoretical error. A key assumption is that all
SM weak phases have already been measured. Also, most
pairs of modes involve time-dependent B0s decays, which
are hard to measure.
The B ! K=B !  method probes only the d- and
u-quark NP parameters, and with a large ( * 25%) theoretical error. Still, the theoretical error on Au and u
might well be smaller than in the method with B penguin
decays. The main advantage of this method is that the
analysis can be done now. Reference [31] analyzed these
B decays within the SM; it is straightforward to include NP
parameters in the analysis. It is also possible to adapt the
method to include NP effects in B !  if one makes
some assumptions about the nature of the NP.
The B ! V1 V2 method has no theoretical error —flavor
SU(3) is not required, and we make no assumption about
new physics in b ! d transitions. However, this method
only allows us to measure the s-, d- and c-quark NP
parameters, and it applies only to those new-physics models in which the NP weak phase is universal. Furthermore,
it is very difficult experimentally. On the other hand, it can
be used to test the assumption of negligible NP strong
phases.

The first new-physics model we consider is Z-mediated
(or Z0 -mediated) FCNC’s [10]. This model has received
much attention as a potential explanation of the B0d t !
KS result [34]. The Zbs FCNC coupling which leads to
the b ! s transitions is parametrized by the independent
Z :
parameter Usb
g
UZ s (6 bL Z6 :
(45)
L ZFCNC  
2 cos2W sb L

;

q
A +  AmpB ! V1 V2 +  a+ ei+  Aq+ ei q ei!+ :

(44)

Note that the FCNC involves only left-handed s and b
quarks. These couplings are effectively new contributions
to the electroweak penguin operators of the SM.
Z
The new-physics weak phase arises because Usb
can be
complex. However, because this parameter is universal, the
weak phase of all NP operators will be the same. This
model therefore predicts the equality of all NP weak phases
q (q  u; d; s; c). If this condition is not found to be
satisfied, the model is ruled out.
B. Supersymmetry with R-parity breaking
In supersymmetric (SUSY) models with R-parity breaking, the relevant part of the R-parity breaking piece is given
by
W

R
6

1
 +0ijk Li Qj Dck  +00ijk Uic Dcj Dck :
2

(46)

Here Li and Qi are the left-handed lepton and quark
doublet superfields, respectively, and Ui and Di are the
left-handed quark singlet chiral superfields, where i; j; k
are generation indices and c denotes a charge conjugate
field.
In the above, the +0 and +00 couplings violate lepton
number and baryon number, respectively. The nonobservation of proton decay imposes very stringent conditions on
the simultaneous presence of both couplings [37]. One
therefore assumes the existence of either L-violating couplings or B-violating couplings, but not both.
Now, +00ijk is antisymmetric in the last two indices.
Thus, there are no B-violating couplings which can lead
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 s decay necessary to explain the
to the b ! ss
!
KS result of Belle. We will therefore concentrate only
on L-violating couplings. (For a discussion of R-parity
violation and B0d t ! KS , see Ref. [35].) In terms of
four-component Dirac spinors, the L-violating couplings
are given by [38]
B0d t

L +0 

+0ijk ~
8iL dkR djL


e~iL dkR ujL





d~jL dkR 8iL

u~jL dkR eiL





d~kR 

d~kR 

8 iL c djL

e iL c ujL 

 H:c:
(47)

From this Lagrangian, we see that there are R-parityviolating contributions to all b ! s transitions [39]. There
is a single contribution to each of the decays b ! suu and
 c:

b ! sc
Lueff  
Lceff

+0i12 +0i13
u ) (6 (L u' s' (6 (R b) ;
2m2e~i

+0 +0
  i22 2i23 c ) (6 (L c' s' (6 (R b) :
2me~i

(48)

 there are four terms:
 d,
For b ! sd
Ldeff 

+0i11 +0i23 
+0i32 +0i11 

d
s
(
b

d(
d(R ds(L b
L
R
m28~i
m28~i


+0i12 +0i13 
d) (6 (L d' s' (6 (R b)
2m28~i



+0i31 +0i21 
d) (6 (R d' s' (6 (L b) :
2m28~i

(49)

 s transition
Finally, the relevant Lagrangian for the b ! ss
is
Lseff 

+0i32 +0i22
+0 +0
s(R ss(L b  i22 2 i23 s(L ss(R b:
2
m8~i
m8~i

(50)

From the above expressions we can deduce the following predictions of R-parity-violating SUSY models. First,
in general, all four NP parameters are present and are
unrelated to one another. Second, since there is only a
single term contributing to each of b ! suu and b ! scc
transitions, the measured values of u and c should be
independent of the decay pairs considered. On the other
hand, since there is more than one contribution to both b !
 d and b ! sss, the values of d and s will in general
sd
be process dependent. Also, these will differ from u and
c . Should this pattern of NP weak phases not be found
experimentally, we can either rule out or constrain this
model of new physics.
The above two examples illustrate that, indeed, different
NP models lead to different patterns of the NP parameters
Aq and q . Thus, the knowledge of the NP parameters
will allow us to discriminate among various models, and
rule certain ones out entirely. In order to (partially) identify
the NP, it will be important to measure its parameters in as

many different ways and decay modes as possible. A
complete analysis of NP parameters would therefore include their measurement using all three of the methods
described in the previous sections.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The main purpose of the study of CP violation in the B
system is to look for physics beyond the SM. There are now
many theoretical signals of such new physics, and in fact
there are several experimental hints of NP in decays involving b ! s penguin amplitudes. Still, the conventional
thinking was that the identification of NP could only be
done at future high-energy colliders, where the new particles could be directly produced. However, recently it was
shown that it is possible to measure the NP parameters in B
decays [8]. The key observation is that the strong phases
associated with the NP operators are negligible compared
to those of the SM. In this case, all NP matrix elements for
a given b ! sqq process (q  u; d; s; c) can be summed
into a single effective NP operator, with amplitude Aq and
corresponding weak phase q . These NP parameters can
be measured, allowing a partial identification of the new
physics.
In this paper we have discussed three methods of measuring the NP parameters. In most cases, it is assumed that
the new physics contributes only to decays with large b !
s penguin amplitudes, while decays involving b ! d penguins are not affected. The first method, initially proposed
in Ref. [8], employs the comparison of time-dependent
b ! s and b ! d penguin B decays. The second uses the
combined measurement of B ! K and B !  decays.
The third requires the time-dependent angular analysis of
B ! V1 V2 decays.
The three methods can be used to probe different NP
parameters, and with different theoretical errors. The
B-penguin method allows us to obtain the s-, d- and
c-quark NP parameters with a theoretical error of about
5–10%. The u-quark NP parameters can also be measured,
but with a much larger theoretical error. The B !
K=B !  method probes only the d- and u-quark NP
parameters, but with a large ( * 25%) theoretical error.
The B ! V1 V2 method has no theoretical error, but it
applies only to NP models with a universal weak phase,
and it only allows the measurement of the s-, d- and
c-quark NP parameters.
The three methods also have different levels of experimental difficulty. Most pairs of modes in the B-penguin
method involve time-dependent B0s decays, which are hard
to measure, and the time-dependent angular analysis of
B ! V1 V2 decays is very difficult experimentally. On the
other hand, the B ! K=B !  method can be performed with present data.
Ideally, a full analysis of NP parameters would use all
three methods. Then all the NP parameters Aq and q can
be measured in many different ways, and using various
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decay modes. In general, different NP models lead to
different patterns of the NP operators. The knowledge of
the NP parameters will thus allow us to discriminate
among various models and partially identify the new physics, before the direct production of new particles at highenergy colliders.

framework. However, it will be useful to demonstrate it
within a particular approach for calculating nonleptonic
decays. We will follow the method of QCD factorization
[25], also known as the BBNS approach.
To be more specific let us consider B ! K decays. The
starting point for calculations of this decay is the SM
effective Hamiltonian for B decays [40]:
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APPENDIX
In this appendix, we present a more detailed discussion
of the claim that the NP strong phases are negligible. To
understand our argument, it is crucial to examine where the
SM and NP strong phases come from. Note that this argument is not dependent on any particular calculational

where the superscript t indicates the internal top quark, f
can be the u or c quark, and q can be either a d or s quark.
The operators Oqi are defined as

Oqf1  q ) (6 Lf' f' (6 Lb) ;

 6 Lb;
 6 Lff(
Oq2f  q(

 6 Lbq 0 (6 LRq0 ;
Oq3;5  q(

Oq4;6  q ) (6 Lb' q 0' (6 LRq0) ;

3
 Lbeq0 q 0 (6 RLq0 ;
Oq7;9  q(
2 6

(A1)

i3

(A2)

3
Oq8;10  q ) (6 Lb' eq0 q 0' (6 RLq0) ;
2

in which RL  1  (5 , and q0 is summed over u, d, s, c.
O2 and O1 are the tree-level and QCD-corrected operators,
respectively. O36 are the strong gluon-induced penguin
operators, and operators O710 are due to ( and Z exchange (electroweak penguins), and ‘‘box’’ diagrams at
loop level.
First, we consider the SM alone. In particular, we consider the QCD penguin operators O4;6 which contribute
dominantly to the SM penguin amplitude for B ! K.
(Note that Vtb Vts in Heff can be expressed in terms of
Vcb Vcs and Vub Vus using CKM unitarity.) Consider the
O4;6 operators with weak phase Vcb Vcs . (The same arguments apply to contributions with weak phase Vub Vus .) The
SM penguin amplitude can obtain a strong phase from two
types of rescattering, which we call class I and class II:
(i) In class I, there is rescattering from the tree-level
operators with Wilson coefficients C1  1. The operator has the same weak phase as O4;6 and leads to
 s transition. This will contribute to a final
a b ! cc
state like K only through rescattering and will
consequently generate a strong phase. The matrix
element in question is hKjO1 jBi, and is called Pc .
In the BBNS picture this rescattering is represented
by the penguin function Gx and is proportional to
C1  1. The Gx generates the dominant strong
phase.
In the usual approach, including that of BBNS, the
contribution of the tree operator is combined with
the matrix element of the O4;6 operator in the quan-

tity a4;6 to represent the SM penguin contribution.
The scattering from the tree operator is the dominant rescattering effect and is responsible for the
strong phase of the SM penguin amplitude. Note
that the strength of the O4;6 operators, C4;6 , is only
4%. Thus, even though rescattering costs )s , it is
enhanced by the large Wilson coefficient C1 , which
is 25 times as large as C4 . The rescattered tree
amplitude is therefore roughly the same size as the
matrix element of the O4;6 operator, so that it can
generate a significant strong phase in the BBNS
approach [25].
(ii) In class II, one can have rescattering from the
operators O4;6 themselves: hKjO4;6 jBi. This is
represented by BBNS’s gx and Gx, and is proportional to C4 or C6 . However, as mentioned
above, the size of C4 and C6 is only about 4%.
Unlike class I rescattering, there are no operators
with large Wilson coefficients to produce an appreciable strong phase here. In other words, the
strength of these operators is much smaller than
C1  1. So this class of rescattering is subdominant.
Now we consider the presence of NP. At mb , one can
separate the effective Hamiltonian into two pieces: O4
(say), which is the SM operator with the SM Wilson
~ 4 which contains all the NP contribucoefficient, and O
~ 4 and O4 are of similar size. The
tions. We assume that O
strong phase now comes from three sources: rescattering
~ 4 (class II). The
from O1 (class I), O4 (class II) and O
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rescattering effects from O1 and O4 are simply those
corresponding to the SM, whose strong phase can be large.
~4
However, the strong phase of the matrix element of O
comes only from rescattering from the NP operator itself:
~ 4 jBi. That is, the NP rescattering is only of the
hKjO
class II type. Hence, the NP strong phases are subdominant. To a first approximation, we therefore ignore the NP
strong phases compared to the SM strong phases.
To demonstrate this point numerically let us work with a
specific model of new physics, R-parity violating SUSY,
that was considered in Sec. V. In this model the Lagrangian
for b ! suu and b ! scc transitions is
Lueff  
Lceff

+0i12 +0i13
u ) (6 (L u' s' (6 (R b) ;
2m2e~i

+0 +0
  i22 2i23 c ) (6 (L c' s' (6 (R b) :
2me~i

r

0

Gs; x  4

Z1

Ldeff 

(A4)

u1  u lns  u1  ux;
2



+0i12 +0i13 
d) (6 (L d' s' (6 (R b)
2m28~i



+0i31 +0i21 
d) (6 (R d' s' (6 (L b) :
2m28~i

Lseff 
K x
p

 1=2Nc , su  mu =mb and
where CF 
is the light-cone distribution (LCD) of the kaon. Using the
asymptotic LCD and the fact that su  0 to a very good
approximation, we obtain

(A6)

For the decays B ! K, the terms in Ldeff can contribute
directly or through rescattering of the d-quark loop in the
BBNS method. The terms involving vector operators will
have the same rescatterieng as Lueff and so the resulting
strong phases can once again be neglected. The scalar
operators can only have electroweak rescattering though
the exchange of a photon or a Z and will therefore be even
smaller.
Finally, the relevant Lagrangian for the b ! sss transition is

0

Nc2

+0i11 +0i23 
+0i32 +0i11 

d
s
(
b

d(
d(R ds(L b
L
R
m28~i
m28~i

(A3)

For the decays B ! K, the term in Lueff can contribute
directly or through rescattering of the u-quark loop in the
BBNS method. The quantity r, which is the ratio of the
imaginary part of the amplitude relative to its real part, is
given by [25]
CF )s mb 
ImG^ K su 
4Nc
Z1
G^ K s 
dxGsu ; 1  x K
p x

such as the vertex contributions in the BBNS approach,
which will generate new operators with different color
structure than Lueff . However we expect these operators to
be suppressed by the factor of )s mb =4  0:016 relative to Lueff and hence to be negligible. The Lagrangian Lceff
can contribute to K final state only through rescattering
and will be suppressed by the same factor )s mb =4
relative to Lueff . It can therefore also be neglected.
 there are four terms in the Lagrangian:
For b ! sdd,

+0i32 +0i22
+0 +0
s(R ss(L b  i22 2 i23 s(L ss(R b:
2
m8~i
m8~i

(A7)

where we have taken )s mb   0:2. Clearly the NP strong
phase from Eq. (A5) is 10 , and is negligible. The factor of
)s mb =4  0:016 comes from the strong coupling
constant and the loop factor, and produces a significant
suppression of the rescattering. Only in the SM can this
rescattering be significant, as it is proportional to the large
Wilson coefficient C1 . There are also rescattering effects

The terms in Lseff can contribute to the K final state only
through rescattering. They will therefore be suppressed by
the factor )s mb =4 relative to Lu;d
eff , and hence can be
 and sb
 tt can also
neglected. Note that the operators sbbb
contribute through rescattering but will have no imaginary
contribution as the gluon momentum is below the threshold
of bb and tt production.
We have therefore shown in general terms, and within a
specific model of NP, that the NP strong phases are small
compared to those of the SM, using the BBNS approach.
As mentioned above, this result is independent of the
specific model of NP, as well as of the method used to
calculate nonleptonic decays.
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